The prevailing view on murine hematopoiesis and on hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) in particular derives from experiments that are related to regeneration after irradiation and HSC transplantation. However, over the past years, different experimental techniques have been developed to investigate hematopoiesis under homeostatic conditions, thereby providing access to proliferation and differentiation rates of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells in the unperturbed situation. Moreover, it has become clear that hematopoiesis undergoes distinct changes during aging with large effects on HSC abundance, lineage contribution, asymmetry of division, and self-renewal potential. However, it is currently not fully resolved how stem and progenitor cells interact to respond to varying demands and how this balance is altered by an aging-induced shift in HSC polarity. Aiming toward a conceptual understanding, we introduce a novel in silico model to investigate the dynamics of HSC response to varying demand. By introducing an internal feedback within a heterogeneous HSC population, the model is suited to consistently describe both hematopoietic homeostasis and regeneration, including the limited regulation of HSCs in the homeostatic situation. The model further explains the agedependent increase in phenotypic HSCs as a consequence of the cells' inability to preserve divisional asymmetry. Our model suggests a dynamically regulated population of intrinsically asymmetrically dividing HSCs as suitable control mechanism that adheres with many qualitative and quantitative findings on hematopoietic recovery after stress and aging. The modeling approach thereby illustrates how a mathematical formalism can support both the conceptual and the quantitative understanding of regulatory principles in HSC biology. STEM CELLS 2019;37:948-957
INTRODUCTION
Regenerating tissues contain stem cells as source for tissue replacement and repair. In the blood system, hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) have been characterized as a rare cell population with usually slow turnover. The turnover can be dramatically accelerated in stress situations such as cytotoxic treatments or post-transplantation [1] [2] [3] [4] . Most of the findings on the function of HSCs have been derived in conditions in which these cells were transplanted. In fact, regeneration of the hematopoietic system after cell transplantation into an irradiated host is still considered to be the gold standard for a functional definition of HSCs. Minimally invasive methods for marking of HSCs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] recently allowed studying the hematopoietic system in unperturbed, that is, not transplanted, settings, thereby adding new insights into the functional role of HSCs and their progenitor populations. Based on these new findings, it appears that multipotent progenitors (MPPs) ensure the long-term supply with functional, differentiated hematopoietic cells in the homeostatic situation, while rarely depending on the turnover of the HSC population. Most surprisingly, it has been shown that primitive HSCs rarely regenerate after targeted stem and progenitor cell depletion without extensive preconditioning [8] . The question remains how such a stable regenerating system needs to be regulated to appropriately respond to differentially changing demands.
Furthermore, there is increasing evidence that the population of HSCs itself is heterogeneous, with respect to both phenotype and functional potential [16] . Although transplantation studies have indicated a functional and heritable heterogeneity in the potential of HSC to differentiate into distinct lineages [17] [18] [19] , the analysis of cell cycle activity by label retention studies [2, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] revealed that more quiescent HSCs retain a higher repopulation capacity. Furthermore, microscopic studies discovered that more quiescent HSCs preferentially occupy distinct niches, whereas more proliferative cells appear closer to vascular structures [25] [26] [27] [28] . These functional changes can also be identified on the phenotypic level, as refined phenotypic markers, such as Kit [29] or retinoic acid (RA) signaling [30, 31] , allow for further subdivision of the HSC population.
In addition, it has also been shown that the hematopoietic system undergoes dramatic changes with age, most prominently characterized by an increasing contribution toward myeloid cell types at the expense of lymphoid differentiation, the overall loss of regenerative potential and an increase in the number of phenotypically defined, long-term repopulating HSCs (LT-HSCs) [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . A single, causative reason for this aging phenotype has not been identified yet, although different mechanisms have been postulated such as accumulating DNA damage, increasing ROS levels, replication stress, loss of autophagy, or telomere shortening [33, 34, 37, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Recently, it has become increasingly prominent that especially the declining integrity of epigenetic signatures in stem and progenitor cells might be directly involved in the functional deregulation of aged HSCs. The potential reasons for this epigenetic aging are manifold. Previous findings further identified a tight link between the regulation of cell polarity and distinct epigenetic marks [36, [50] [51] [52] . Most importantly, it could be shown that polarity was lost with age, thereby leading to more apolar cells that will undergo symmetric cell divisions [53] . The consequences of such a shift in the ability to undergo asymmetric cell divisions on the level of the population of HSCs is unknown.
Hematopoietic regeneration is usually depicted as a hierarchical process in which HSCs continuously contribute to a downstream, subsequently amplifying set of cell compartments. Experimental results on the role of HSC turnover in both the homeostatic and the challenged situation are essential to estimate the contribution of individual cell populations to the overall hematopoietic maintenance under changing demands as well as upon aging. Mathematical formalisms are essential to derive interpretable approximations of quantities that are not experimentally accessible yet, such as rates of HSC turnover [2, 6, 54] or the "flux" between cell populations. Moreover, beyond supporting the data analysis, mathematical models represent essential tools to translate biological hypotheses into quantitative and testable predictions. Such models are instrumental to speculate about functional mechanisms and to provide an unbiased and minimalistic view on the role of regulatory principles in hematopoiesis.
We aim to present a novel mathematical model of HSC organization that integrates HSC heterogeneity and aging-related changes in HSC divisional asymmetry, while explicitly accounting for the ambivalence between hematopoietic maintenance in the unchallenged homeostatic situation and immediate stress response. We mimic the intrinsic HSC heterogeneity by assuming a separation between repopulating HSCs (rpHSCs), which are rarely activated during homeostasis and preferentially divide asymmetrically, and maintaining HSCs (mtHSCs), which ensure the continuous supply of progenitor cells for downstream hematopoiesis. Our model establishes a unifying framework which reproduces both the rare contribution [6] and the slow recovery of HSCs in the homeostatic situation [6, 8, 9, 55] , as well as the accelerated responses after perturbation (see references in [4] ). The model extends to address the apparent increase in phenotypic HSCs as a consequence of an impaired HSC control due to the loss of cell polarity and the consequent inability of the cells to divide asymmetrically [53] . Our model suggests a dynamically regulated population of intrinsically asymmetrically dividing HSCs as suitable control mechanism that adheres with many qualitative and quantitative findings on hematopoietic recovery after stress and aging.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model Setup
We present a simple mathematical model based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) describing proliferation and differentiation of rpHSC, mtHSC, and progenitor populations (Fig. 1A) . The model has the following features:
• Turnover and repopulation. All cells are able to proliferate with respective rates p and differentiate into downstream compartments. We do not explicitly account for apoptotic events, but interpret proliferation rates as a net effect. Additionally, the effective proliferation of rpHSCs p rp, eff is regulated according to the demand within the mtHSC compartment. Technically, this is implemented as a logistic growth limitation, where p rp,eff t ð Þ = p rp, max 1− Nmt t ð Þ K with a carrying capacity K.
• Symmetry of rpHSC division. For rpHSCs, we consider symmetric divisions (with rate s, ranging between 0 and 1), in which both daughter cells retain the rpHSC identity, and asymmetric divisions (with rate 1 − s), in which one daughter remains a stem cell, whereas the other daughter cell instantly differentiates into the downstream mtHSC compartment. We neglect the possibility of symmetric divisions with both daughters immediately differentiating. To account for division-independent differentiation of rpHSCs, we introduce a parameter d 0 describing a simple additional flux from the rpHSC to the mtHSC compartment.
• Aging. We account for an age-dependent change of the fraction of symmetric cell divisions by explicitly formulating the symmetry parameter s = s(t) as a time-dependent quantity.
The resulting ODE describes the dynamics of the rpHSC compartment in terms of cell numbers N rp (t):
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Consequently, the subsequent downstream compartment, namely mtHSCs, is described as follows:
Herein, (1 − s) refers to the proportion of rpHSCs which differentiate due to asymmetric cell division, whereas the influx of cells due to background differentiation of rpHSCs is described by d 0 N rp (t).
mtHSCs proliferate with an effective rate p mt, max 1− 
Furthermore, downstream compartments can be integrated by sequentially adding compartments as proposed in [6] .
Parameter Estimation
In order to identify an optimal parameterization of the mathematical model based on available data sets, we postulate that the topmost rpHSCs share many features (such as pronounced quiescence and high repopulation behavior) with phenotypically defined LT-HSCs, whereas mtHSCs are more similar to short-term HSCs (ST-HSCs). Furthermore, we map the progenitor compartment to MPPs. In order to estimate cell turnover and differentiation, we use label progression data in a homeostatic system from [6] , in which the Tie2+ HSC population has been identified as the subset with the highest reconstitution potential [56] , thereby matching our concept of rpHSCs. This approach enables us to apply a maximum likelihood method which minimizes the residual sum of squares between the model simulation and available data. To appropriately account for this data type, we split each compartment in a labeled and an unlabeled fraction obeying the same parameters (see Supporting Information for further details of the mathematical approach). Since label progression data was acquired in young mice, we assume that approximately 80% of LT-HSC divisions are asymmetric [53] , thereby fixing the symmetry parameter s = 0.2 accordingly. Moreover, we adhere to estimates from [6] reporting that MPPs differentiate with rate d MPP ! CMP = 3.992 per day to the common myeloid progenitor (CMP) compartment and with rate d MPP ! CLP = 0.022 per day to the common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) compartment, yielding a total progenitor outflux of d prog ! PB = 4.014 per day. As an upper limit for rpHSC turnover, we fix p rp, max = 0.5 per day. Due to the logistic growth limitation, Table 1 for rpHSCs (red), mtHSCs (blue), and progenitors (green), respectively. Gray curves correspond to label progression data by [6] for long-term HSC, short-term HSC, and MPP compartments. ©AlphaMed Press 2019
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this value is achieved only in the limiting case of an empty mtHSC compartment and does not qualitatively influence our findings in steady state. We further make use of steady state compartment size ratios as estimated in [6] , where In our model formulation, these steady state compartment size ratios are independent from the carrying capacity K (see Supporting Information for further mathematical details). Therefore, we arbitrarily set K = 10,000. Moreover, this allows us to reduce the set of parameters to be estimated to the rpHSC background differentiation rate d 0 and the effective proliferation rate of progenitors p prog, eff in steady state. Note that we only estimate a steady state value for the effective proliferation rate of progenitors here, since the label progression data was acquired in a homeostatic situation and therefore does not allow assessment of neither the maximum proliferation rate of progenitors p prog, max nor the respective carrying capacity K prog . However, given a value for p prog, max and steady state values for p prog, eff and N prog , a corresponding K prog can be calculated explicitly (the same applies to the respective parameters of mtHSCs, see Supporting Information for further details). Table 1 summarizes both assigned and estimated parameter values.
RESULTS
Formulation of a Demand-Driven HSC Model
We study control mechanisms for the regulation of a heterogeneous HSC compartment. Within a mathematical modeling approach, we assume for the most primitive HSC subset, which we refer to as rpHSCs, that (i) the turnover of and the outflux from this population is demand-driven and regulated at the downstream level and that (ii) rpHSCs divide asymmetrically, whereas this ability declines with age. As a second and subsequent HSC subset, mtHSCs gain influx from rpHSCs, similar to the succeeding progenitors which for their part gain influx from upstream mtHSCs. Both mtHSCs and progenitors further differentiate and retain the ability to regulate their proliferation in order to ensure fast recovery after depletion. Technically, the model is implemented as a set of three sequentially aligned compartments representing populations of rpHSCs, mtHSCs, and progenitors (Fig. 1A , details in Materials and Methods). Assumption (i) is integrated as a logistic growth limitation of the rpHSC compartment, which is not regulated by the abundance of rpHSCs but by the saturation of the downstream mtHSCs. In homeostasis, this leads to a slow rpHSC turnover as well as a low contribution to the subsequent compartments, while in perturbation scenarios, both rpHSC turnover and differentiation are increased. The ability to undergo asymmetric cell division is incorporated as an explicit feature of rpHSCs. Hence, the deregulation of asymmetric rpHSC divisions with age (assumption [ii] ) is modeled as an increase in the fraction of rpHSCs that divide symmetrically rather than asymmetrically. The system can be tuned to achieve configurations in which all three cell populations are present and stably contribute over time.
Applying the Model to Steady State Hematopoiesis
In order to obtain a model configuration that applies to murine hematopoiesis, we fit our model to quantitative data on label progression in the homeostatic situation. In a reference experiment, Busch et al. in vivo marked a small number of phenotypically defined LT-HSCs by using a YFP marker being almost uniquely inducible in LT-HSCs [6] . Assessment of the temporal abundance of marked cells in the downstream compartments allowed to interrogate cell turnover and fluxes. By identifying rpHSCs, mtHSCs and progenitors from our model with phenotypically defined LT-HSC, ST-HSC, and MPP populations [6] , we are able to use this label progression data to estimate parameter values of our model. Unlike the mathematical model in [6] , which does not account for a regulated rpHSC compartment, we here use this data to estimate parameters, such as proliferation and differentiation rates, of an advanced model that explicitly considers a regulation on the rpHSC level. By using an optimization routine, we obtain values for all model parameters which are provided in Table 1 . Figure 1B illustrates that the parameterized model successfully describes the homeostatic situation in which the label slowly progresses from rpHSCs to mtHSCs and progenitors. We estimate that rpHSCs divide rarely, 
Modeling Hematopoietic Stress Response
Unlike the homeostatic situation, hematopoietic recovery is mainly driven by HSCs, which are activated in response to stress. Accordingly, depletion of downstream blood cells pushes HSCs into cycle thereby increasing their differentiation and replenishing the system. Myeloablation is commonly initiated by cytotoxic drugs or ionizing radiation followed by transplantation of donor cells whose contribution to hematopoiesis is subsequently measured [2, 4, [57] [58] [59] . However, the preconditioning does not only impact on hematopoietic cells but also affects other hematopoietic niche cells of nonhematopoietic origin and thereby initiates further, indirect feedback loops that may influence hematopoietic recovery. Interestingly, Schoedel et al. established a perturbation model in which hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells were depleted in situ while minimizing the impact on other cell types [8] . They could show that upon multicompartment depletion, both ST-HSC and MPP populations quickly expanded close to steady state levels after few weeks only, whereas the LT-HSC compartment remained depleted for extended time periods.
In order to address the impact of different perturbations within our model system, we first considered three scenarios that only affect cell numbers: (a) multicompartment depletion, (b) downstream (i.e., both mtHSC and progenitor) depletion, and (c) rpHSC depletion. We mimicked those scenarios by Fig. 2A, 2C ), while we fixed the level of rpHSCs to 2% of the homeostatic value.
In the case of multicompartment depletion (i.e., depletion of rpHSCs, mtHSCs, and progenitors, which is comparable to the experiments conducted by Schoedel et al.) our model predicts a fast recovery of progenitors and mtHSCs ( Fig. 2A) to provide a sufficient supply of cells to peripheral blood. Here, the respective logistic growth limitations for both the mtHSC and progenitor compartments ensure a sufficiently fast recovery after depletion: Due to enhanced proliferation, both mtHSCs and progenitors regain their steady state levels within 1 month. Interestingly, the model predicts that the regeneration of the rpHSC pool is characterized by two phases ( Fig. 2A) : first, the rpHSCs, which have remained after depletion, are forced into cycle due to mtHSC demand resulting in an increase in cell numbers within the first days after depletion. When mtHSCs have reached their steady state value, rpHSC recovery slows down and cell numbers remain low. By identifying rpHSCs with phenotypic LT-HSCs, the model recapitulates the overall dynamic pattern observed for LT-HSC frequency data after depletion (Fig. 2A, data points) as reported in [8] .
Upon downstream (both mtHSC and progenitor) depletion, both mtHSC and progenitor populations are predicted to recover after 10-20 days, as a consequence of their self-regulated proliferation (Fig. 2B) . However, rpHSC proliferation is also rapidly enhanced thereby satisfying the demand of the mtHSC compartment. After this initial fast and strong increase, rpHSC numbers only slowly return back to steady state levels, possibly due to low background differentiation.
In contrast to the fast recovery of hematopoietic stem and progenitor compartments after downstream depletion, the model 
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predicts no return to the homeostatic situation, if only rpHSCs are targeted. In fact, it is the almost stable and ongoing turnover and differentiation of mtHSCs which does not pass on an increased demand to rpHSCs. Therefore, the population of rpHSCs experiences no recovery (Fig. 2C) .
Hematopoietic cell depletion without affecting other cell types, for example, niche cells, is a comparably new technique to address hematopoietic stress response. More commonly, hematopoietic stress is induced by irradiation or cytotoxic treatments, thereby also impacting on the bone marrow microenvironment and reducing its supportive function. Consequently, we model multicompartmental cell depletion by irradiation as a reduction in cell numbers plus an impaired proliferation of mtHSCs. Technically, we decrease their maximum proliferation rate to p mt, max = 0.1 per day after irradiation and let it gradually recover (see Supporting Information).
In this case of multicompartment depletion with impaired mtHSC proliferation, the model still predicts a fast recovery of progenitor cells due to their preserved self-regulated proliferation (Fig. 2D) . In contrast, mtHSC recovery is delayed due to missing microenvironmental support modeled as a reduced proliferative ability. This leads to an increasing demand for rpHSCs to differentiate to the mtHSC compartment. As a consequence, rpHSCs are activated into cycle, leading to a pronounced increase in rpHSC numbers in the first weeks after stress induction. When mtHSC numbers have recovered, rpHSC proliferation slows down. However, since the recovery of the maximum proliferation rate of mtHSCs takes longer, there is still a demand for differentiating rpHSCs, resulting in an ongoing increase in rpHSC numbers due to an enhanced rpHSC proliferation.
In conclusion, our results indicate that the presented model successfully extends from the homeostatic situation to a qualitative and quantitative description of four reference scenarios associated with hematopoiesis under stress and regeneration. Our model extends these findings to the hypothesis that a differential regulation of HSC subsets is causative for the differences in the kinetics of HSC and progenitor recovery after stress induction.
Modeling Hematopoietic Aging
Several studies reveal that the abundance of phenotypic HSCs increases with age, while the functional potential of these cells declines [32-36, 40, 41] . However, the reasons for the pronounced increase in HSC number with aging are still not fully understood. It could be speculated that the low, albeit constant, demand of progenitor cells can only be met by a growing HSC pool that compensates for their declining functionality. In this context, we recently discussed the limited ability of aged HSCs to divide asymmetrically as a potential reason for their continuously increasing abundance [53] . In fact, we observed approximately 80% asymmetric divisions in HSCs derived from young mice, whereas this number declines to approximately 20% for aged donors. We raise the question whether this shift in the potential for asymmetric divisions is sufficient to explain the apparent increase in HSCs.
For a quantitative assessment, we measured cell frequencies of different HSC populations referred to as LT-HSC (gated as Lin (Fig. 3A , see also Experimental Methods in Supporting Information). LT-HSC frequencies increase almost exponentially, while ST-HSC and MPP frequencies remain rather constant or, in the case of MPPs, even tend to decrease over the mouse lifespan. For a comparison of the data with our model, we considered compartment size ratios which describe the compartment size relative to the abundance of LT-HSCs. We found that the ST-HSC to LT-HSC ratio rapidly decreases within the first year and afterward remains constant, whereas the MPP to ST-HSC ratio slowly decreases with age (Fig. 3B) . Since we assessed different marker combinations as compared with [6] to analyze the HSC populations, we obtained different compartment size ratios (see Experimental Methods in Supporting Information for further details).
In our modeling approach, we implemented a corresponding aging scenario by assuming that the rate of symmetric cell divisions in rpHSCs s = s(t) increases from 10% in a "young system" to 90% in an "old system." Since the available data suggest a faster decrease in rpHSC to mtHSC ratio in the first compared with the second year, we chose a limited growth function for s(t), which increases rapidly within the first year and saturates within the second year (Fig. 3C , see Supporting Information for mathematical details). By making these particular assumptions, we indeed see that the predicted frequency of rpHSCs in BM strongly increases similar to the biological observations, whereas the frequencies of mtHSCs and progenitors in BM remain rather constant (Fig. 3C) . These findings illustrate that the increase in rpHSC frequency may derive from a compensatory mechanism, as with aging fewer rpHSCs with asymmetric division contribute to the downstream mtHSC compartment. The higher fraction of symmetric divisions expands the rpHSC pool, but does not affect the outflux, which is only regulated by mtHSC saturation level. Consequently, the model shows that there is no distinct change in the number of downstream cells. This confirms our experimental data and supports the prevailing notion that hematopoiesis in aged mice is still functional and does not suffer from severe insufficiencies in blood production.
To further use the capabilities of our modeling approach, we asked how a challenged hematopoietic system of an old mouse would recover after performing similar perturbation experiments as shown in the previous section, that is, (a) multicompartment depletion, (b) downstream (i.e., both mtHSC and progenitor) depletion, and (c) rpHSC depletion. Here, we defined an "old" mouse by assuming that the rate of symmetric rpHSC divisions s equals 0.8 whereas all other parameters remain unchanged. Thus, steady state rpHSC numbers are increased compared with a young mouse.
In the case of multicompartment depletion, the model predicts a fast increase of rpHSC numbers due to an interaction of enhanced proliferation driven by mtHSC demand and predominantly symmetric rpHSC division (Fig. 4A) . As soon as mtHSC numbers get back to steady state levels, rpHSC proliferation slows down, but rpHSC numbers still need more than 12 months to get back to steady state levels-more time than the expected lifespan of a mouse at that age. In contrast, both mtHSC and progenitor numbers are predicted to show a similar behavior compared with the situation of a young mouse.
Upon downstream depletion, both mtHSC and progenitor recovery starts with rpHSC numbers being in steady state (Fig. 4B) . Similar to the young situation, both mtHSC and progenitor levels are reached within few days due to logistic growth of the respective compartments. However, the combination of elevated demand of mtHSCs and the loss in asymmetric divisional capability of rpHSCs leads to a more pronounced increase of rpHSC numbers shortly after perturbation compared with the young situation. This results from a compensation effect in which the rpHSC compartment needs to balance the loss of its capability to differentiate by asymmetric division. Consequently, rpHSC numbers only slowly get back to steady state levels in the long run due to low background differentiation.
For the scenario, in which only rpHSCs are depleted (Fig. 4C) , rpHSC numbers show a slight long-term increase but overall remain as low as in the young setting since proliferation is not considerably enhanced by mtHSC demand. Consequently, mtHSC and progenitor cell numbers remain almost unchanged upon rpHSC depletion and homeostatic hematopoiesis is almost exclusively maintained by mtHSCs.
In summary, the model predicts that an aged hematopoietic system reacts robustly to major challenges and preserves the general dynamics observed for the young situations in Figure 2 with a tendency of enhanced expansion of rpHSCs. These findings are in qualitative agreement with several experimental studies on transplantation of aged mice, which report multiclonal system repopulation on similar time scales compared with young recipients [60] [61] [62] . However, we wish to point out that those irradiation-based assays are not fully comparable to our simplifying model assumption, which does not recapitulate the effect of a damaged hematopoietic microenvironment.
DISCUSSION
Regulation of hematopoiesis has been subject to intensive scientific debate for several decades [1, 3, 5-9, 11, 12, 63, 64] . It has become clear that even HSCs, that are residing on top of the hematopoietic differentiation hierarchy, are not homogeneous and present with an intrinsic level of heterogeneity. Increasingly refined identification protocols and label retaining assays have identified HSC subsets with increased long-term repopulating behavior in transplantation settings. However, recent findings on steady state hematopoiesis promote the concept that these HSC subsets are largely dispensable for supporting hematopoiesis under homeostatic conditions. 
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With our mathematical modeling approach, we show that these different phenomena can be embedded in a quantitative concept in which two HSC subsets respond differentially to varying demands. The most prominent feature of our approach is to define HSC turnover not as a direct function of the most primitive HSC population itself, but to attribute it to the on-demand regulation of a second, downstream HSC compartment. This approach does not exclude additional feedback loops from progenitor and peripheral blood compartments (as pursued in other works, for example [65, 66] ), but demonstrates that HSC heterogeneity is a potential mechanism to explain the limited recovery of highly potent rpHSCs to targeted depletion of certain hematopoietic cell types [8] . Although our assumption might oversimplify a more complex regulation, our approach emphasizes a regulatory control mechanism below the rpHSC compartment that links continuous hematopoietic output with a rare activation of the rpHSC reservoir and is in agreement with a set of recent experimental findings [5, 6, 11] . In fact, coupling rpHSC turnover to the demand of mtHSCs is sufficient to explain a diverse set of phenomena. Our results confirm the observation that rpHSCs respond to a loss of more differentiated cell types with an increase in proliferation activity. Whenever downstream compartments have reached their respective steady state cell numbers, our modeling approach predicts decreasing proliferation of rpHSCs irrespective of their cell number. Consequently, a sole depletion of rpHSCs is not rapidly compensated, since no further demand is exerted from the downstream cell types. Hence, our model suggests that there is no or only a limited intrinsic regulation of the number of rpHSCs solely based on their own abundance. Furthermore, there is evidence for a loose regulation of the HSC compartment size from experiments with artificially increased HSC numbers which demonstrated their long-term engraftment, function, and maintenance [67] .
We also demonstrate that a strong increase in rpHSC numbers is most likely induced by the substantially impaired ability of mtHSCs to retain their own population. This suggests that the proliferative ability of this mtHSCs population is more severely affected in irradiation settings as compared with targeted stem and progenitor depletion, that leaves the local microenvironment largely intact. A similar influence of the microenvironment on HSC recovery has recently been suggested in an elegant modeling approach by [68] , which, unlike our approach, still expects a recovery of primitive HSC numbers after approximately 1 year. Based on our modeling results, we conclude that rpHSCs represent a rather autarkic cell population that only kicks in in case of strong demands that cannot be served by the mtHSCs themselves. Such demands may result either acutely from severe condition regimens or from progressive proliferative exhaustion on the long run.
We further extended our model approach to account for changes in polarity and divisional asymmetry during hematopoietic aging. Based on our observation, that the polarity of Cdc42 and of correlated histone marks as well as the ability to divide asymmetrically are markedly reduced in rpHSCs derived from older animals, we tested the hypothesis of an age-depended shift in the cells' ability to divide asymmetrically as a critical feature explaining the rpHSC pool expansion with aging. In contrast to the models presented in [65, 69, 70] , we explicitly neglected symmetric differentiation of rpHSCs, since we did not observe such divisions in our biological experiments. The results of our ODE model reproduced the aging-related increase of rpHSC cell numbers, whereas mtHSC and progenitor numbers remained constant over time. Moreover, we were able to also quantitatively describe changes in the respective compartment size ratios. Taken together, our model supports the hypothesis that the aging-related shift from asymmetric to symmetric self-renewing rpHSC divisions is sufficient to describe phenomena of the aging rpHSC compartment. Since there is a correlation between the loss of polarity (with respect to Cdc42 and correlated histone marks) in rpHSCs and increasing numbers of symmetric divisions, our model emphasizes the idea that the shift from polar to apolar rpHSCs is a major driver of HSC aging. However, within the scope of this study, we did not consider any further aging-related distortions that might affect the cells' differentiation ability and potentially account for myeloid lineage bias or HSC exhaustion.
In contrast to previous modeling approaches of the HSC system by others [6, 66, [71] [72] [73] [74] and us [54, 75] , we here shift the focus from a self-sustaining and self-regulated rpHSC population toward a population that is dynamically regulated by downstream compartments while keeping the number of model parameters at a minimum. Other than in the demand-driven model proposed in [65] , we place the focus on only rpHSC proliferation being driven by mtHSC demand rather than the most downstream compartment. Similarly, older model approaches discuss the role of asymmetric cell divisions in the context of balancing self-renewal and differentiation [4] . In contrast to these works, we study the role of an impaired maintenance of divisional asymmetry during aging as functional/epigenetic mechanism to account for the increase in rpHSCs.
The generalizability of our model approach (as of any other) is on the one hand limited by the simplifications which are necessary to acquire identifiable model solutions, whereas on the other hand restrictions apply for the available data. As an example, one could argue that also different progenitor stages are sequentially involved in the underlying regulation of rpHSCs or that there is an additional functional impairment of aged rpHSCs. However, without obtaining further data that investigates the system response to targeted, cell type specific perturbations, it is not possible to derive a more detailed understanding of further feedback regulations. As such, our focus is currently limited to the interplay between rpHSCs and mtHSCs, while the implemented progenitor compartment is directly coupled to the mtHSCs without further regulation.
Although our model approach adheres to the simplifying idea of reflecting different stages of HSC differentiation by the sequential coupling of intrinsically homogenous "compartments," we understand this concept as a simplification of an inherently continuous process (see also [64] and references therein). In the experimental context, the phenotypic definition of cell types is a powerful tool to prospectively identify populations that are enriched for certain functional potentials and to allow setting up comparable experimental protocols. However, the objection that transits between the different cell stages are most likely not instantaneous but gradual also applies to the model context. Here, the formulation in terms of disjunctive, intrinsically homogenous cell compartments owes to the simpler mathematical formalisms and the easier comparison to experimental data.
CONCLUSION
Our approach illustrates that mathematical models are an essential tool to not only conceptually but also quantitatively embed a range of diverse biological phenomena in a unifying context. We demonstrate this potential by applying a novel model of HSC www.StemCells.com ©AlphaMed Press 2019
regulation to a range of observations in homeostatic situations that have challenged the prevailing view of an "almighty" stem cell. We conclude that a dynamically regulated and demanddriven approach is well-suited to explain hematopoiesis in the context of steady state blood production and response to stress and transplantation.
